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Riders Tool Kit
On the Ground
Under the saddle
Horse Management
Result overall

The following is a technical criteria for the rider with “D star” certificate to achieve “D Star” certificate.  The candidate must:

PRESENTATION
Syllabus item Technical Criteria – How you must present. C NYC Notes

Wear Pony Club 
Uniform.

The rider must wear full PC or PCA accredited centre 
official uniform and must be clean and tidy.
wear clean boots (as permitted by rules).
wear helmet of standard ASNZS3838 or VG1 or 
ASTMF1163 correctly fitted.
not be wearing jewellery (except as per rules).

Punctuality, 
courtesy, overall 
impression.

(Assessors may comment here)

Miscellaneous 
equipment.

Spurs are discouraged at this level but if worn must be 
of the type allowed in Pony Club, and be correctly fitted.
If the rider carries a whip, it must be the right size and 
type allowed.

Pony to be tidy. the pony must look neat and tidy and be free of loose 
mud and sweat.

Saddlery. Tack must be in good repair, leather that is soft (i.e., 
stitching in places such as stirrup leathers, girth straps 
etc. must be in good condition.
All tack should fit the pony comfortably (i.e., be the right 
size and fit).
Present with stirrups that are the correct size for the 
rider.
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Name of candidate:                                                                     

Riders Tool Kit
  Syllabus item Technical Criteria — discuss C NYC Notes
Understand and 
recognise the 
flight response

Recognising  flight  response  e.g.,  pawing,  not
standing, bucking, bolting, rearing, shying, rushing
jumps etc

Understand and 
be able to 
explain 
pressure /release
training, reward 
training, 
punishment and 
habituation.

Understand pressure is applied for, example to ask
the pony to go and release is applied to reward the
pony once it responds by going forward.
Reward training is  the scratch,  food,  “good pony”
when the pony does what we ask.
Punishment  should  be  avoided,  there  are  better
ways to change your horse behaviour.
Habituation is getting the pony used to things.

Overall Impression. (Assessors may comment here)

Ground work
Syllabus item Technical Criteria -Discuss C NYC Notes
Know the following 
foundation responses: 
stop, go forward, turn 
shoulders left, turn 
shoulders right.

Know foundation responses stop, go 
forward, turn shoulders left, turn shoulders 
right.

Complete a groundwork 
dressage test.

Complete test in a 20x40 arena. Test on pg.
20 D Star certificate manual. (Assessor see
attached page)

Overall Impression (Assessor may comment here)

Ridden component
Syllabus Item Technical Criteria C NYC Notes
Understand correct 
fitting of a noseband

Make sure there is 2 finger clearance between 
cavesson and check bone. 2 finger clearance between
noseband and front of nasal bone. 

Saddle and bridle a 
horse with assistance 
if necessary. 

Make sure saddle cloth is pulled up into the gullet of 
the saddle, saddle cloth is bigger than the saddle, 4 
finger clearance between saddle and wither. Bit fits 
correctly.

Be developing a 
correct riding position

Ear, shoulder, hip, heel in line. Bit, hand, elbow in line. 
Riders spine in line with horse’s spine. Heels down 
slightly with legs lightly touching horse. Starting to 
show improved balance at all paces.

Stop with accuracy Rider to halt from trot with a progressive transition at a 
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marker.
Name of candidate:                                                                     
Syllabus Item Technical Criteria C NYC Notes
Demonstrate clear 
downward transitions

Rider to do downward transitions at given markers.

Demonstrate clear 
upward transitions

Rider to do upward transitions at given markers.

Demonstrate correct 
turns and riding on 
straight lines (between
2 points)

Rider to do correct turns and riding on straight lines 
(between 2 points).

Be developing an 
understanding of rising
diagonals.

Rider to show they understand diagonals by changing 
diagonals. 

Be able to explain the 
concept of self-
carriage 

Self-carriage is the horse maintaining rhythm and 
tempo when rider hands forward to the point of no 
contact.

Demonstrate canter in 
an enclosed arena 

Rider to canter around an enclosed arena (ideally on 
correct leg).

Ride a simple 
dressage test

Ride the dressage test on page 32 in the D star 
certificate manual.

Know and discuss 
some mounted games

Discuss some mounted games.

Know how ride on the 
road/traffic rules 
(including hand 
signals)

Demonstrate correct hand signals and discuss safety 
measures when riding on the road e.g., hi viz

Demonstrate crest 
release 

Rider to demonstrate crest release, by taking hands 
forward to neck strap.

Walk and trot over 
poles.

Pony to be calm, rider to make sure hands go forward 
to neck strap.

Negotiate small jumps 
of height and width of 
45cm.

Pony  to  be  calm,  straight  approach  and  departure
from fences, rider to put hands forward to neck strap
over fence.
Halt at end of exercise.

Overall Impression (Assessors may comment here)
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Name of candidate:                                                                     

HORSE MANAGEMENT
Syllabus Item Technical Criteria C NYC Notes
Understand the 5 
freedoms of horse 
welfare

Freedom from hunger and thirst, Freedom from discomfort 
e.g., shade and shelter, Freedom from pain, injury and 
disease e.g., well-fitting equipment, Freedom to express 
natural behaviours e.g. to move, graze and have friends 
(horse), Freedom from fear and distress e.g. ridden and 
handled by people who understand the way the horse learns.

Know the following 
parts of the horse. 

Throat, elbow, pastern, dock, coronet, hips, hock, stifle, ribs, 
cheek

Demonstrate the 
correct way to 
brush the tail

Rider to stand to the side while brushing. Hold top of tail when 
brushing to prevent pulling hair out.

Know some parts 
of the hoof

Wall, sole, frog, heels

Discuss correct 
hoof management 
practices

How often should you trim your pony’s feet (ideally 4-6 
weeks). What daily care is needed? (clean out daily and oil 
when needed)

Know feeding and 
living condition and
the daily horse 
check list

Water, fences, gates, pastures, rug, horse.

Know the signs of 
a healthy horse

Alert ears, bright eyes, clear nostrils, supple skin, straw 
coloured urine, quiet and regular breathing.

Know some 
common illness or 
minor injuries

Girth gall, cold, colic, laminitis.

Discuss correct 
management of 
tack (including 
checking stitching 
and cleaning if wet 
etc)

Check stitching, buckles, stirrup leathers for signs of wear.
Ideally store tack in a dry ,well ventilated vermin proof 
container/area

Identify the follow 
tack

Bridle, bit, reins, browband, throatlash, girth, pommel, 
leathers, crupper, checkstrap, noseband, saddle, stirrups, 
cantle, seat, waist, gullet, sweat flap, stirrup bar and surcingle

Overall Impression. Candidates safety, knowledge and proficiency

Candidate Name:                                                                                        Club or Centre:
Assessor Name:                                                                                         Assessor Signature:

Date:
Result: C or NYC
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